PUBLIC SPEAKING
Be a Better Public Speaker
Duration: 5 hours
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ABOUT THE

TRAINING
“Speak on hundred platforms to be an excellent public speaker”
Speaking to an audience is always exceptional skill that most people wish to acquire and those
who already speak on platform always wish to improve the skills more. Public Speaking offered
by Talksha will enable participants to acquire and improve the skills with ease.
Presentation Skill produces exceptional communicators. Learning how to act and how to use the
instruments to speak with ease, confidence, and integrity. More focused, expressive and
audience-centered, using body language, stories, and a more vibrant voice to inspire listeners.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES
Public speaking training will train participants to:


Plan and outline the objectives.



Structure and outline preparation.



Styles of delivery.



Ice breaking and powerful tools.



Influencing strategies that work.



Memorize contents with ease.



Improve vocal skills and flow.



Overcome stage fear and build stage confidence.



Learn qualities of a dynamic public speaker.



Better use of body language.



Use of advanced technologies in presentation.



Use of visual aids in presentation.



Feedback and evaluation system.
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WHO IS THE

TRAINER?
Shameer Hafiz Ali is a professional coach mastered in Business Management and Applied
Psychology. He trained thousands of people to use breakthrough thinking and communication
tools. He has an amazing memory power and provided over 10 different training courses and
produced programs to help you excel at work. His passion helps professionals learn skills for
success in the real world personally and professionally.

WHO SHOULD

PARTICIPATE?
All those who wish to improve their public speaking and presentation skills to a noticeable level
using a proactive approach. The training course is helpful for people who have to conduct sales,
business development or periodic presentations to senior management and those who have to
deliver public talks or seminars.
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COURSE

CONTENTS


Introduction



Preparing for a presentation



The framework of an effective presentation



Body language in a presentation



Public Speaking confidence



Visual aids

STYLE OF

DELIVERY?
Training will be practical and interactive with various techniques and methods executed at
appropriate stages of the session. Some of them are:


Group discussions.



Individual and group exercises.



Case studies.



Role plays.



Written exercises.



Videotaped performance



Question and answers session.
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HOW TO

REACH US?
TalkSha Team
M +971 54 306 2835
E info@talksha.com
W www.talksha.com
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